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Ideas — the Mainspring of Progress

Curiosity—the yearning for knowledge about anything at all— al- 
ways provided the impetus to activities in natural Science and tech- 
nology. There is now indeed but little left between heaven and earth 
that didn’t stir man’s imagination during past centuries. Stone upon 
stone has been laid in rearing an imposing edifice of knowledge per- 
taining to the secrets of Nature and the rational use of the immense 
natural resources extant in the world we live in.

Even so there is only one thing we can know with certainty: the 
more we get to know, the more we realize how little we actually know. 
Also in future this mysterious world of ours will excel in puzzles and 
surprises. Room for new discoveries will never be lacking.

Reviewing developments in Science, in technology and industry, 
we find that behind all discoveries and inventions ever recorded there 
is at least one basic idea born in a human brain. The history of Science 
and technology is a history of ideas.

I once asked the famous Swedish inventor C. E. Johansson: “What 
was really behind your success as inventor?” The old gentleman 
scratched his head, folded his hands and replied thoughtfully: “Well, 
young man, remember that all my life Eve been busy from early 
morning till late at night... I have laboured with precision and ex- 
actitude. I have been indulgent towards my collaborators—and, last 
but not least, I Ve had some good ideas which nobody had got in his 
head before me.”

This, I think, is the situation in a nutshell. But the old gentleman 
might have added something more to his reflections: to achieve results 
from an idea, this idea must be born at the moment when time is ripe 
for its acceptance. Otherwise its value is next to nil. In the history 
of Science and technology there are many tragic examples to this 
effect.

It is often assumed that Swedes generally are more technically- 
minded than other people in this part of the world. True, for a small 
nation the number of inventions and technical improvements by 
Swedes may seem remarkable, yet I don’t believe the Swedes neces- 
sarily to be more technically-minded than other people. However, 
the circumstances in which our people labour in conjunction with 
ancient traditions in the field of mining, iron-making and metal- 
working may have favoured the development of technical ingenuity152
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and skill. Here Sweden can indeed show a natural asset which often 
enough has proved of benefit to humanity at large.

Today we know the existence of 102 chemical elements from 
hydrogen to nobelium. Of these 102 about 30 were discovered by 
Swedish scientists mainly during the i8th and i9th centuries. This 
was no doubt due to the fact that Sweden’s soil and rocks conceal an 
unusually large number of rare minerals of different kinds—but no 
less to the fact that some of our best scientists had the very good idea 
to go looking for just new elements.

Four international measurement units bear Swedish family names 
or otherwise derive from Swedish ideas—the Centrigrade thermo- 
meter, the Brinell unit, the Ångström unit, and the Svedberg unit.

Let us take the first one, the Centigrade thermometer. Here in 
Holland the name of Linnaeus is well known. Did you know that 
this great naturalist is also responsible for an invention? When the 
astronomer Celsius, his compatriot, designed a new type of thermo
meter with a 100-degree scale he placed zero at the boiling point of 
water and 100 at the freezing point. Linnaeus, toiling systematically 
in his greenhouses, found this gradation neither rational nor practical 
so he turned the idea of Celsius upside down and marked the freezing 
point zero and the boiling point 100. Thus, as result of the idea of 
Linnaeus, the very practical Centigrade thermometer was born 200 
years ago. Well, I ’m aware that several nations or continents as yet 
haven^ accepted this thermometer linked to two physical effects.

Like Linnaeus, long a resident of Holland, many Swedes went 
abroad to study and to get in touch with the learned world of their 
day. And where should they go if not to Holland? To Holland also 
went a goodly number of Swedish technicians on peaceful Viking 
raids as early as the i/th Century. Of course, they also visited and 
stayed for studies in countries like France, England and Germany— 
but Holland with its scientists, its universities and its advanced tech- 
nique for a long time served as starting point for young Swedes seek- 
ing more knowledge than obtainable in their homeland. If I now 
should tell you the names of some of those Swedes, I wonder what 
these names would mean to you. Nothing or very little, Fm afraid. 
Have we had a Pascal, a Newton, a Huygens, a Musschenbroek, a 
James Watt, an Edison, an Einstein, their names and life work still 
wellknown all over the world as examples of international Science 
and inventions today? The answer is both yes and no. 153
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On the other hand, I suppose the names of Greta Garbo and Ingrid 
Bergman—the film stars—or Ingemar Johansson—the renowned 
heavyweight boxer—or our football players are better known in 
any country than the names of Linnaeus, Swedenborg, Berzelius, de 
Laval, John Ericsson, who like scientists and inventors generally 
never were admired or applauded, nor—this is most important—ever 
were paid as much as film stars, boxers or football idols.

The realization of having contributed to the development of know
ledge must have furnished members of the world’s brain trust a 
certain sense of satisfaction. As our great inventor Gustaf de Laval 
once said, “Money doesn’t mean anything unless it can be spent 
soonest possibly on new experiment and new ideas because—Speed 
is a gift from Heaven.” This is worth keeping in mind even today.

The material blessings that man now enjoys are largely the result 
of combinations of ideas during centuries, the lot constituting a sort 
of international composition irrespective of race, boundaries and time. 
This composition recalls an unfinished symphony. Remembrance of 
this fact keeps us from overestimating the worth of specific lesser 
contributions from different nations but take them for what they 
are: minor themes in the symphony of a New World.

As industry develops and technical processes become ever more 
involved, progress by solitary flashes of genius turns ever rarer. In- 
stead of emanating from single individuals labouring relatively iso
lated, modern advancement rather tends to result from organized 
research and team-work. Even when an invention has been ac- 
complished, a new process discovered or a new machine designed, lots 
of patient experimentation and research is entailed before general 
industrial use is practical. Hence laboratories and research institutions 
everywhere are growing ever larger with staffs running into hundreds 
of skilled professionals working together. There might be teams of a 
dozen or a hundred of such scientists and technicians in close col- 
laboration yet the basic idea must first be born in the brain of a single 
individual. As history shows, it was always a case of somebody con- 
ceiving an idea that never previously entered somebody else’s head. 
Therefore, all talk of team-work notwithstanding, our future world 
will continually need elever men with keen and fresh ideas—the 
mainspring of all progress to come. In fact, men like this will be more 
urgently needed than ever before.
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